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ABSTRACT.   It is shown that there is an integer   v(n) < 3  "       — 1

such that any  zz-dimensional paracompact space  X has intersection mul-

tiplicity at most   v(n).   That is, if 11 is an open cover of X, then there is

an open cover  Ö refining  II such that any element of  0 intersects at most

v(n) elements of P.

For any open cover   U of a topological space   X define  m( li)  to be the

maximum number of elements of ll that any member of   li can intersect.   X is

said to have intersection multiplicity at most  ttz  if every open cover   ll  of  X

has an open refinement  U covering  X  such that  m(U) < ttz.   The intersection

multiplicity of  X is then the least integer  ttz  such that  X has intersection

multiplicity at most  m and is denoted  7tz(X).   Intersection multiplicity is

clearly preserved by homeomorphisms.   Also if  A is a closed subset of   X,

then   m(A) < m(X).
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Theorem.    For every positive integer n  there is a positive integer v(n)

< 3 - 1   such that, if X is an n-dimensional paracompact space, then

m(X) < vin).

This Theorem generalizes the result proved in [3]  for compact ?7-dimen-

sional metric spaces.  The Theorem is a consequence of the following lemmas.

Lemma 1.   // R     is p-dimensional Euclidean space, then miRP) <

3P-1.

Lemma 2.   // K is an n-dimensional simplicial complex, then miK) <

i2?z + I _ -,

Proof of the Theorem.   Suppose  U  is an arbitrary open cover of  X.

Then   ll has a refinement G of order < tz  and the nerve  N(U) of Ü is a

simplicial complex of dimension  < tí.   Since   X is paracompact there is a

canonical (or nerve) map J; X —> ¿V(ü).  See [2, p. 152].  If o denotes the

cover of   N(U)  by open stars of vertices, then  J~  (a)  is a cover of  X re-

fining  Ü  and hence   U.

By Lemma 2,  m(N(U)) < 3  "      — 1.  Hence  S has a refinement  lb with

M®) < 32"+1 - 1.  So m(f~KW)) < 32"+1 - 1  and f~ l(JS) refines ?-l(S)

and hence   11.  The proof is thus complete.

Proof of Lemma 2.    K can be embedded as a closed subset of   R  " +

by [1, p. 215].  So by Lemma 1, m(K) < m(R2n+1) < 32n+1 - 1.

Proof of Lemma 1.   Let  L be the cover of  R     consisting of open cubes

of side length  2  and centered at integer lattice points.   Two such cubes can

intersect only when at least one pair of the coordinates of their centers dif-

fers by at most the integer one.  Hence,   ??z(ü) = 3    - 1.

Let ll be an arbitrary open cover of  R   .   The proof is completed by

exhibiting a squeezing homeomorphism  h: R     —> R     such that h((J) refines

11.
Let  RP have the norm given by   ||x|| = max¡|x.||l < z < p\ where  x =

(x , • ■ • , x ).  Let  C(z')  denote the cube  {x|||x|| < z'S.   There is no loss of

generality in assuming that if  dell and  U f~l C(i) 4 0 then   U is contained

in the interior of C(i + l).

Let  z5. be a Lebesgue number of the cover ll restricted to  C(i + 2)

with respect to the above norm.   We will construct the homeomorphism h

such that if V £ Ö and h(V) n C(z') = 0 then the diameter of h(V) < 8{.  If

the sequence  iS.i is chosen to be decreasing, then  h(v) C U for some

fieU
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One such homeomorphism h can be defined by

bixv • • •, x ) = (Î (xj), • • •, 5 (xp))

where  A: R    —► R     is an increasing homeomorphism having the property:

for each  z > 0 and each integer n, if J"[tz, n + 2] C\ [-z, i] = 0, then the

length of j[t2, tz + 2] < <5..

One particular function A  can be constructed as follows:  Let ttz. = 0

and inductively find integers ztz . such that  ttz.   , — m.lt>772.., —77z.>2
1 6 z z+2 z +1 —      z + 1 i —

and (ttz.   , - m )~    <lAo..  Then for  x > 0 satisfying  ttz . < x < m .   .   define
z +1 z *   i — 7    °      z —     —    z +1

3"(x) = z + (x - ttz .)(tt7 .      - m¿)~ l.   For  x < 0 define  A(x) = - J"(-x).   It can

be checked that  J has the property mentioned above.
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